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Hello Darling!  

 

This is Shahrzad, and I'm so       

happy our paths have crossed.  

 

If you are looking for a way to         

finally magnetize the love of your      

life, or if you want to bring the love         

and romance back to your     

relationship, I'm glad to tell you      

that you've come to the right place.  

 

I struggled for over 10 years 

to understand how love, men, and relationships work, so I know exactly what              

you might be going through.  

 

It feels like the harder you try to make it work; the more you sacrifice               

your needs and hopes to try to finally capture his love and attention, your              

happily ever after just keeps slipping farther and farther away – doesn’t it? 

  

It was the same for me.  

 

And when I finally got really fed up with giving it my all just to end up in                  

the same place – heartbroken – I decided to stop doing what didn't work and               

start learning from love and relationship experts who equipped me with           

foolproof tools and techniques that felt so counterintuitive yet they worked           

like magic.  

 

 

It was then that my love life transformed drastically – I finally started             

living my happily ever after.  
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So today I'm here to help you do the same.  

Whether you're single, recently broken up, married for 20 years -- I            

want to teach you the exact tools that can revamp your life from feeling unseen               

and lonely to adored and cherished.  

 

In this free guide I'll reveal to you the steps that will make you look at                

your romantic relationship AND yourself differently. 

 

Are you ready to stop doing what doesn't work and start healing your love life?  

 

Step 1. Stop trying to win him over  

 

What does trying to win a man over look like? If you’re doing any of 

the following, you’re trying to win him over:  

 

● Telling him how much you love him, hoping to hear the same thing             

back from him 

● Sending him cute innocent texts to remind       

him of you 

● Driving and picking him up for dates  

● Paying on dates  

● Cooking him an elaborate dinner to show       

him what a great “wife” you’d be 

● Doing chores for him 

● Buying random thoughtful gifts for him  

● Having sex with him to make him feel more         

attracted to you 

 

 

The majority of us women are under the impression that we           

need to audition for men in order to get more love from them.  
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If they are not paying attention to us, we think there is something that              

we are not doing enough of and so we start doing everything that we              

possibly can to impress them.  

 

We think of men as an extension of ourselves so we treat them how              

we want to be treated by them - not knowing that what we’re doing is the                

exact opposite of what men actually need in order to fall in love.  

 

 

 

Let’s take a look at how a woman falls in love - when the man:  

 

● Pursues her: texts, calls, takes her out, and does things for her  

● Buys her flowers/chocolate/thoughtful gifts 

● Tells her he loves her and he can’t stop thinking about her 

● Plans dates or surprises her 

 

And here is the secret I want you to take home with you:  

 

 

 

How you fall in love is NOT the same as how he falls in love 

  

 

 

A man falls and stays in love with a woman who allows him to give               

and do things for her - not the other way around.  

 

He can’t help but feel unattracted and wanting to run away from a             

woman who smothers him with her acts of love. Yes - it REALLY does feel               
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like smothering to him.  

 

That’s just the way it is and you can’t text, buy, or “do more for him”                

to crack the code to his heart. The more you try to convince him that you’re                

a great catch, the more you push him away and it’ll make you less and less                

attractive to him.  

 

 

Besides: all of that hard work, auditioning, convincing, and doing          

feels too tiring, doesn’t it?  

 

Instead of doing what doesn’t work, I’d like you to try something            

completely different which I guarantee will shift the dynamics of your           

relationship or make dating and attracting a quality man a lot easier.  

 

I want you to visualize this  

 

● Imagine the most beautiful and comfortable high throne chair 

 

● See yourself in a dress that you feel your most beautiful in and walk 

up to the chair and sink into it 

 

● Really feel the softness of this velvety chair wherever your skin meets            
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it, and also feel how firmly it supports your back  

 

● You feel so comfortable and safe in this chair; much like a queen.  

 

● Now look around and see 10s of handsome gentlemen standing a few            

feet away from you (if you have a man whom you desire, let him be               

among those men too) 

 

● These men all want you. They want to get close to           

you (but they will only come near with your         

permission). They have brought your favorite      

flowers and gifts for you, and they are all trying to           

get your attention and win your heart.  

 

● And here you are sitting so relaxed like the goddess          

you are and you have to do absolutely nothing,         

other than observe these men and give them your         

sweet smile 

 

How did that feel? Instead of working so hard to “convince” a man to              

pay attention to you, doesn’t it feel so amazing to have him want to fight for                

your love and attention?  

 

And trust me - that’s what he wants to do. In order for him to feel                

intense attraction for you, he needs you to feel in your core that you are               

enough as you are and you don’t need to do anything to win him over.  

 

Anytime you feel the anxiety of “what do I need to do to keep him               

interested?” come up: I want you to connect with the experience of high             

throne chair and change your vibe immediately.  

 

He will feel the energy change instantly, and will be drawn to you             

without knowing what’s happening.  
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Step 2. Get Into Your Heart Instead of Your Head  

 

A lot of times I hear women ask:  

 

“He always sends me good morning and goodnight texts, but he didn’t do it              

this morning, what does that mean?”  

 

“He didn’t like my picture on Instagram today,        

what is going on?”  
 

“He didn’t want to take me out this Friday like          

he did for the past 3 weeks, is he cheating on           

me?” 

 

“He’d much rather watch sports than spend 10        

minutes talking to me, what a jerk, why am I          

still with him?”  

 

And these are just a few of the endless questions we drive ourselves             

crazy with.  

 

Even if he’s sitting right in front of us and innocently eating his food,              

we’re busy in our head thinking “what is he thinking now? Is he going to               

ask me out again before the end of the date? Does he think I’m cute?               

Smart? Funny?”  

 

It feels like these questions have minds of their own. When they            

overtake your brain, one leads to another and sometimes all it takes is one              

small unexpected action from your guy for you to come up with a whole              
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tragic story in your head. 

 

And while you’re sitting at home feeling devastated wondering why he           

hasn’t called yet; or when he seems more interested in looking at his phone              

and you think that he must be having an affair (when in reality is he just                

checking his favorite’s team’s score); he feels less and less motivated to            

come near you.  

 

And why is that? Because every single one of these thoughts have 

provoked you.  

 

You are not just sitting there thinking those thoughts and feeling           

nothing—no! When you think these thoughts you feel sad, jealous, furious,           

irritated, disappointed, lonely, etc.  

 

And these emotions don’t just disappear into thin air, they’re targeted           

and launched towards him. He can feel them in your vibe, even if you’re far               

away from him.  

 

These “innocent” head-chatters   

literally make him feel like he’s      

energetically being questioned, blamed,    

and screamed at.  

 

And really, who wants to get close       

to someone who is shouting at them?  

 

The truth is that your head can never help you to get him pay more               

attention to you.  

 

And as much as he wants to get close to you, he just can’t because you                

are constantly in your head. In order for him to be inspired to get closer to                

you, he needs to feel it in his heart.  
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And how can he do that?  

 
 

He can only connect to his heart when YOU are connected to yours 

 

 

To put it simply, this is basically what’s happening: being in your            

head and listening to the never-ending head-chatter pushes him one step           

farther away from you.  

 

And as soon as you drop down to your heart, he’ll turn towards you              

and look at you. The longer you stay in your heart, the closer he comes.  

 

Most of the time we don’t even realize we’re stuck in our head -              

because we’re so used to being up there, it feels like home to us.  

 

The fastest way to notice when the monkey in your head is rambling             

on is being aware of your feelings.  

 

Our emotions and our feelings are our greatest guide to knowing the            

monkey is talking.  

 
 

When there’s a bad feeling, there’s always a thought behind it 

 

As soon as you catch the bad feeling and the thought behind it, do the               

following and connect to your heart: 
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● Picture a very small version of yourself in your head feeling (however 

you’re feeling at the moment), sad, scared, agitated, etc. Where you are 

right now feels dark and scary.  

 

● Take one step forward and see a 

rabbit hole right by your feet (like the one in 

Alice in Wonderland).  

 

● Now I want you to jump into that 

rabbit hole and drop all the way down to 

your heart where you land softly on a 

beautiful white sandy beach.  

 

● The sun is shining on top of the 

turquoise ocean right in front of you, and all 

you want to do now is soak in the warmth 

and the beauty that is surrounding you.  

 

● Feel the light breeze in your hair, the soft and warm sand underneath 

your feet, and listen to the soothing sound of gentle waves.  

 

● Stay there as long as you can. 

 

 

 

After using this tool, your head should feel empty, your mind quiet, and             

your body completely relaxed. And if you feel like this feels like being on a               

mini-vacation, guess what he is feeling? He feels the exact same thing in             

your vibe - light, breezy, and shining - and tell me who doesn’t want to get                

close to someone who feels like “vacation” to them?  
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Step 3. Touch Your Feelings – Speak Your Feelings  

 

When you have strong feelings for a man, one of the worst things you              

can do is to get disconnected from your feminine essence - and that’s your              

feelings.  

 

You fall for myths like: “Feelings scare men away” or “You have to             

always sound happy and chirpy so he’d like you better” or “always sound             

like you’re cool with everything so he’d think you’re easy to get along with.”  

 

Nothing could be farther from the truth as these bad advices make            

you inauthentic, fake, and push him away.  

 

If you’ve studied the Law of Attraction (which refers to your thoughts            

and feelings creating your reality), you might be avoiding the emotions that            

don’t feel wonderful in fear of attracting more of it into your life. And you               

start to resist those feeling and what happens is… they persist. 

 

Let’s say that he is purposely rude to you in front of your friends, and               
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the cool girl that you are, you are quick to ignore what felt like someone               

twisted your heart, you laugh it off, and forget that it ever happened.  

 

And what you’re really doing is this: You’re shoving this pain down to             

your womb, where it stays and grows bigger        

as a baby does (don’t be surprised if it         

manifests itself to the physical form by       

becoming a fibroid the size of a melon as it          

did for me few years back when I was the          

queen of swallowing every icky feeling      

down).  

 

And this pain-baby just keeps getting bigger       

and it’s going nowhere until you can no longer hold it in and you release it                

by letting him really have it: fighting with him, blaming him, or even             

breaking up with him.  

 

And back to Law of Attraction, since you’re really keeping these           

feelings inside, the law does exactly as it promises, it’s attracting more of it              

into your life - and so the man does more and more of what you dislike and                 

the rest is history.  

 

So I’d be stating the obvious when I say:  

 

 

 

 

Stop avoiding your feelings 

 

 

Stop being afraid of them.  
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We can’t selectively numb our emotions.  

 

We can’t go here is the bad stuff: grief, fear, vulnerability, and anger. I 

don’t like these. I don’t want to feel these.  

 

When we go about numbing the bad feelings, we end up numbing the 

good stuff too. We numb joy, gratitude, and happiness.  

 

And that’s when we lose our feminine essence - what a masculine man 

craves the most - and of course he will start noticing you less and his 

attention drifts away from you.  

 

Start a Feeling Journal  

 

Carry around a small journal in your purse, or use your notepad on             

your phone and write down throughout your day about how you feel.  

 

Examples:  

 

● I felt discouraged when I didn’t hear back from the job interview  

● I felt so energized after my workout this morning  

● I felt so light when I got the good news from my doctor  

● I felt disappointed when the date got cancelled last minute  

 

Notice that all these sentences start with a feeling message and they are             

short. State the feeling that you felt, and what the cause behind it was.  

 

And the reason that I want you to do this is because this is the love                

language of a feminine woman; one that men adore and are magnetized to.  
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And when you get used to touching your feelings, then you can speak             

them to your man with ease.  

 

You’ll be shocked to see how he       

can hear you and feels more      

attracted to you.  

 

You’ll also feel so relieved by      

letting these emotions pass    

through you instead of getting     

stuck in you and becoming an      

overbearing pain-baby.  

 

 

 

Step 4. Love Your Past 

 

If you’re like I used to be, you spend a lot of time thinking about               

everything that has gone wrong in your life and find someone at fault for it.               

You feel like the victim of your life thinking:  

 

“How could I be so blind and not see he was never going to marry               

me?” 

 

“Why did I let him walk all over me and then toss me away when he                

was done taking advantage of me?” 

 

“I wasted 15 years of my life married to a man who I knew all along                

was the wrong man for me” 
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“I’m so stupid to believe he was going to leave his wife for me - I                

waited 2 years - 2 years!”  

 

And I’m here to tell you this - what         

happened, happened - and I know you feel        

used, hurt, victimized, and angry, but no       

amount of resentment or regret is going to        

change the past.  

 

There isn’t a time-machine that can take       

us back there so we can undo our mistakes.  

 

In reality, your past has no power over you today if you don’t let it.               

Because if you allow it, it’s just plain unfair.  

 

The person or situation that hurt you in the past, shouldn’t get to             

repeatedly do the same to you today too - should it?  

 

And I’m also here to tell you another “crazy” thing you must do: Love              

your past; because without it, you wouldn’t be here today reading and            

learning to make the necessary changes and take major steps towards           

turning your love life around completely.  

 

If I didn’t have my heart broken, if I wasn’t lied to, if I didn’t go                

through years of waiting around for a man and learn how awful it feels, I               

promise you, I would not have the motivation to seek help, learn tools, and              

create the blissful love life that I’m experiencing today.  

 

Everything would feel mundane, average, and I would have not grown so            

massively.  

 

Your past has shaped you to be this beautiful warrior who is here now,              

wanting to deliberately design her beautiful love life - and that, my dear,             
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deserves love and gratitude, not anger and resentment.  

 

The quicker you learn to love your past, the quicker you let go of              

what’s holding love and him away from you. And that’s what you truly want,              

isn’t it?  

 

I want to help you to break the barrier that your resentment towards             

your past has created, and which keeps him from seeing you, feeling you,             

loving you, and coming close to you. 

 

So today is the day that I want you to radically accept and love your               

past so you can be aware of your patterns and fix it moving forward.  

 

 

Tool: Heart Bubble 

   

● Bring into your mind’s eye the 

past experience that you resent or 

resist 

 

● Imagine that this thought is 

     inside of a heart bubble within you 

 

● Tell it: Thank you for the lesson,       

thank you for making me so much       

stronger, I love you, and I now release you 

 

● Gently blow this heart bubble out and feel it leaving your body  

 

● The past is now released and is no longer holding you back  
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Do this as many times as you like, with the different past experiences             

that have caused you pain. 

 

 

Step 5. Treasure yourself and be his Treasure 

 

If I asked you to make a list of everyone you love, how far down in                

your list would you go before writing your own name?  

 

I know how well you can love another - but when it comes to truly               

loving yourself, do you feel lost and selfish? Most women have no idea how              

to love themselves, yet they expect another person to love them           

wholeheartedly.  

 

They want their man to tell them that they are beautiful even if all              

they see in the mirror is blemishes, a nose that is too big, and a belly that                 

isn’t flat enough.  

 

They expect their man to spend as much time with them as possible,             

yet if they were to spend some time alone, they wouldn’t know what to do               

with themselves and they look for every distraction possible to avoid it            

(Netflix, Facebook, YouTube…).  

 

Many of them can’t even eat by themselves in a restaurant without            

feeling lonely/silly/weird.  

 

Can you relate?  
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And now let me ask you this: If you don’t see the beauty in you, how                

do you expect someone else to do it?  

 

If you can’t stand being alone with you, how in the world is a man               

supposed to enjoy your company?  

 

 

 

 

 

A man’s love and appreciation for you mirrors the amount of love and 

appreciation that you have for yourself. 

 

 
 

● If you don’t love yourself fully, neither can he.  

 

● If you don’t give yourself attention, neither will he. 

 

● If you don’t respect your own wishes and desires, he will not be             

willing to do it for you either. 

 

● If all you see in yourself is faults, that’s what he will see too. 
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And the list goes on - but the bottom line is who you attract will always                

bring you back what you truly believe about yourself. And if you learn to              

really adore every little bit of you, the good, the bad, and the ugly, I assure                

you that he’ll fall madly in love with all of you too.  

 

To start your amazing self-love journey make this a daily habit: 

 

Write in your Journal  

 

At the end of each day, write down 10 things that day you loved about               

yourself in your journal. This could be anything: how you looked, your            

small victories, or how well you handled a situation. 

 

Examples:  

 

● I loved how I made the perfect cup of cappuccino today  

 

● I loved how I was able to help a tourist to find their way back to their 

hotel 

 

● I loved how my red blouse boosted my confidence 

 

● I am so proud of myself for giving such an awesome presentation 

● My sense of empathy for my friend who just lost her father was so raw 

and beautiful  

 

 

 

And as you get used to the process of loving yourself, start loving the              

parts that you label as bad:  
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● I love my fear of heights, it always tries to keep me safe 

 

● I love my anxiety, it reminds me to slow down and bring my attention              

back to my body 

 

● I love my insecurity, it always motivates me to search for more ways             

self-development 

 

And speaking of feeling insecure, let’s talk about that in more detail.  

 

Feeling jealous, less than, insecure are very common emotions we          

women experience.  

 

Every woman at some point in her life        

compares herself to another and thinks      

one or many of these things: “she’s so        

much prettier, sexier, smarter, wittier,     

funnier, more successful … than me.”  

 

If every single one of us feels that way every now and then, we can’t               

possibly all be wrong and crazy.  

 

Feeling insecure is just as common and normal as feeling hungry.  

 

So instead of calling ourselves crazy for feeling that way, let’s do            

something different and start using it to our advantage.  

 

 
 

You see a woman who dresses nicely? Be inspired by her and start             

paying more attention to your wardrobe. Get rid of the clothes that don’t             

feel flattering to you, and wear what makes you feel beautiful.  
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Your co-worker has the perfect beach body? Get off the couch, girl,            

and start hitting the gym.  

Your best friend makes twice as much money as you do? Nowadays            

there is a wealth of information online that can help you to find ways to               

bring in more money.  

 

And let me also remind you that the woman who dresses nicely thinks             

that you have the most perfect smile, and your co-worker wishes she had             

your sense of humor, and your best friend would do anything to have             

luscious thick hair like yours.  

 

So don’t forget to treasure all parts of you - including your insecurity - 

since the more deeply you love yourself, the more you allow him to love all 

parts of you too. 

 

Step 6. Tap into your Creative Gift 

 

Feminine creates - it mixes up colors to create new ones, snaps            

pictures, makes films, swings its hips to the rhythm, it is passion, and it              

gives birth. It is the essence of life itself.  

 

And we ladies are blessed to have the liberty to access it much easier              

than men can. The more you connect to your feminine power and allow             

your unique gifts to come to surface, the more your vibe shifts to the divine               

feminine and attracts the masculine.  
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By finding and doing more of what you are passionate about - you             

have less time to obsess and think about him and you are effortlessly             

connected to your body (not in your head - remember step 2?)  

 

 

 

By allowing your creativity to flow:  

 

● You enhance your overall mood 

 

● You release the stuck anxiety, fear, and past pain.  

 

● You open your sacral chakra which is the energy center that allows            

you to access abundance, sensuality, creativity, and healthy        

relationships.  

 

● You become magnetic and    

alluring to him  
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Creativity is a gift that everyone has, but most of us make little time to               

fully dip into our creative juices because of our preoccupation with other            

priorities.  

 

And since you’re here with the intention of creating a much more fulfilling             

love life and want to magnetize him, you will now get friendly with your              

own unique gifts and start bringing him closer and closer.  

 

 

 

My aim in writing this guide is to help 

you realize that you have the power to 

change your love life around very 

quickly and effortlessly.  

 

Starting now, let the points of this guide        

to sink in and live from the space of         

knowing that:  

 

1) You’re the prize and he wants to       

win you over – not the other way        

around 

 

2) Your true power and the answers      

are in your heart – not in your head 

 

3) All your feelings and emotions are here to help you – avoiding them             

will sabotage you  

 

4) Your past is what has brought you here to help you manifest the             

relationship of your dreams  
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5) A man’s depth of love for you is directly proportional to how much             

you love and value yourself  

 

6) Your creativity magnetizes his level of attraction to you  

 

This report included a few examples of MANY things that you can do             

to enchant men and bring them close to you.  

 

Now, if you are ready to mesmerize him, create the kind of deep             

attraction that amps his love, affection, and commitment to you, I have an             

amazing offer for you.  

 

My 20 + HOURS of recorded program which my clients call: An            

Incredible Journey To Self-Discovery.  

 

If you’re ready to take it to the next level and get a program that is unlike                 

any other love coaching program that only requires to do “inner work” click             

here and learn about it and get the $200 discount that is only offered once               

here!  

 

To Stop Feeling Invisible & Be The Center of His Life Audio Program 

 

 

What you will Learn in this course:  

 

♥ How to identify what has been keeping you invisible subconsciously for                       
majority of you life 

♥ How to uncover your true self and attract high quality men - or feel loved                               
and noticed by the man in your life.   

♥ How to use affirmations in a way that they actually get planted into your                             
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subconscious and work.  

♥ How to stop splitting yourself into lovable and unlovable and create a true                           
sense of harmony on the inside.   

♥ How to truly love your flaws that you desperately want to cover and use                             
them to make him feel drawn to you.   

♥ How to identify and stop your subconsciously sabotaging patterns that                     
push love away.   

♥ How to use every situation you face with men to heal yourself and                           
become more magnetic to him.   

♥ How to switch your perspective of whatever happened to in you the past,                           
and finally understand why things happened the way they did.  

♥ How to free yourself from the stories that you've been teling yourself for                           
years and align yourself with your true desires.  

♥ How to finally allow yourself to fully love and accept yourself - your true                             
self - so he can wholeheartedly fall in love and stay in love with you. 

 

 
Does That Sound Like Something You Like To Learn? 

 

Then go ahead, check out the program, see what my clients say about it, and               

it feels good to you, get you $200 discount now:  

 

Stop Feeling Invisible & Be The Center of His Life Audio Program 

 

Love,  

Shahrzad 
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